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                                   2017 AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE

Knox White

Kimberly Driggins

David Lee, FAIA

Mayor
Greenville, SC

Director of Strategic Planning, City of Detroit
Detroit, MI

President, Stull and Lee Incorporated, Architects
Boston, MA

Knox White has served as Mayor of Greenville
since December 1995.  As Mayor he has the
goal of making the city of Greenville “the most
beautiful and livable city in America.” He has
emphasized neighborhood revitalization and
transformational projects for downtown.

Kimberly C. Driggins is the Director of Strategic
Planning in the City of Detroit’s Planning and
Development Department.  In this capacity,
she is responsible for developing several
citywide planning initiatives including: updated
comprehensive plan, open space plan, historic
preservation plan, and an arts and culture plan.

David Lee’s architectural projects include
the Savin Hill MBTA Transit Station, the John
D. O’Bryant African American Institute at
Northeastern University, the Oakwood Shores
Terrace Apartments in Chicago, and residential
commissions in Charlestown, Brookline and
Cambridge MA.   

Prior to joining the City of Detroit, Ms. Driggins
worked for the District of Columbia’s Office
of Planning for seven years, as the Associate
Director for Citywide Planning. She was
responsible for managing planning studies in
several areas including: housing, economic
development, transportation, facilities and
capital improvement planning.

Mr. Lee’s planning and urban design projects
include master plans for Pittsburgh’s Hill
District, the award winning houses at
Dutch Point in Hartford, Connecticut and a
visioning study for the future of the Ruggles
Street Corridor in Roxbury’s Madison Park
neighborhood.

Key strategic projects include:  removal of
the Camperdown Bridge and creation of Falls
Park, the restoration of the Poinsett Hotel and
Court Street, new retail (Mast General Store),
a downtown baseball stadium (Fluor Field),
riverfront development and initiation of a bike
and walking trail system (Swamp Rabbit Trail)
throughout the City, public art initiatives along
Main Street, record annexations, and a model
infrastructure for Clemson ICAR.
Neighborhood initiatives include enhanced
beautification efforts, traffic calming, sidewalk
construction, support for neighborhood
associations, reinvestment in neighborhood
parks, master plans for commercial corridors,
and attractive new housing in the city’s special
emphasis neighborhoods.
Under the mayor’s leadership, the City
maintains a “Triple A” (AAA) bond rating and
enjoys a reputation for solving problems on an
innovative and bipartisan basis.
A native of Greenville, and a graduate of
Christ Church Episcopal School, Greenville
High School, Wake Forest University and
the University of South Carolina Law School.  
Knox White is a partner in the law firm of
Haynsworth, Sinkler & Boyd, where he heads
the firm’s immigration and customs practices.  
He and his wife Marsha have two children.

In addition, Ms. Driggins served as the project
manager for several creative placemaking
initiatives including; Temporary Urbanism
program, Kresge Foundation and ArtPlace
grants, and the Third Place initiative.
Ms. Driggins began her career as a consultant
working on real estate, affordable housing, and
neighborhood revitalization projects in the
private and non-profit sectors. She received a
Master of Public Policy (MPP) degree from the
University of Chicago and a Bachelor of Arts
degree, with highest honors, in political science
from Hampton University.  
Most recently, Ms. Driggins was a Loeb Fellow
(2016) at Harvard University’s Graduate School
of Design; where she explored the intersection
of design, civic engagement and creative
placemaking through the lens of equity and
inclusion.

Current projects under his direction include the
Dewitt Community Center, The Clarion, a mixed
use apartment building in Boston, the design of
new MDOT rail stations at Northampton and
Greenfield, MA. and the  design of a 25 story
office and residential tower in Roxbury’s Dudley
Square.
Mr. Lee served as President of the Boston
Society of Architects in 1992. He was the
recipient of the Boston Society of Architects’
Year 2000 Award of Honor.
Mr. Lee lectures throughout the country and
serves on numerous professional panels and
design juries including the 2016 National
American Institute of Architects Housing
Awards Jury and AIA/HUD Secretary’s Awards
Jury.
He is a former Adjunct Professor of Planning and
Urban Design at the Harvard Graduate School of
Design and previously served on the faculties of
MIT and the Rhode Island School of Design.
Lee is Chair of the Board of Trustees of the
Massachusetts College of Art and Design.
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Willet Moss, PLA

Deidre Schmidt

Scot Spencer

Principal, CMG Landscape Architecture
San Francisco, CA

President & CEO, CommonBond Communities
Minneapolis, MN

Associate Director, Annie E. Casey Foundation
Baltimore, MD

Willett Moss is a founding partner of CMG
Landscape Architecture, a Fellow of the
American Academy in Rome, and a landscape
architect of public and institutional landscapes.
Mr. Moss’ work reflects his range of interests
with a consistent focus on landscapes of broad
value and public appeal.

Deidre Schmidt is the President & CEO of
CommonBond Communities, a nationallyrecognized leader and innovator in the
affordable housing industry. Active since 1971,
CommonBond owns, manages and provides
Advantages Services for approximately 5,700
units in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Iowa.  The
organization serves a diverse population
including families, seniors, people living with
disabilities and the formerly homeless.

Scot Spencer is Associate Director for Advocacy
and Influence at The Annie E. Casey Foundation.  
In this role, he supports a national portfolio
of work to advance place based policies,
practices and strategies which aim to afford
greater opportunities for children, families and
communities to succeed. He also coordinates
a portfolio of local advocacy work in support
of Casey’s hometown efforts in Baltimore.
From 2002 to 2010, Mr. Spencer was Manager
of Baltimore Relations at Casey where the
Foundation’s work has been focused on the East
Baltimore revitalization effort to strengthen
community and economic development in an
historic working class neighborhood.

His project experience includes communitybased design, sustainable urban systems,
planning rooted in ecological understanding,
and making historic resources relevant today.
Some of his noteworthy projects are the
transformation of Mint Plaza, Marin Country
Day School, Sunnylands Annenberg Estate, and
the UC Berkeley Lower Sproul Plaza.
He designs by rapidly representing spaces
and defining landscape experiences. For Mr
Moss, good public spaces have clear purpose,
whether symbolic or utilitarian, and contribute
to community identity as memorable additions
to the landscape. He creates art and research
focused on the intersection of public landscape,
bodily experience, and collective memory,
based on a longstanding appreciation for richly
textured and varied environments.

Ms. Schmidt’s prior positions included Principal
at One Roof Global Consulting and Executive
Director of the Affordable Housing Institute, a
Boston-based non-profit that works exclusively
outside of the United States, with a focus on
the global south. She was also Vice President
of Development at Brighton Development,
Acquisition Manager at the National Equity
Fund and Director of National Consulting at
ArtSpace Projects.
Ms. Schmidt was a Loeb Fellow at the Graduate
School of Design at Harvard University and
a Marshall Memorial Fellow for the German
Marshall Fund.  She was the John T. Dunlop
Lecturer at Harvard’s Graduate School
of Design where she taught Housing and
Urbanization in Global Cities.  She also teaches
Affordable Multifamily Rental Housing Finance
at the University of Minnesota’s Humphrey
School of Public Affairs.

Mr. Spencer’s previous work includes:
transportation advocacy with the Environmental
Defense Fund; community development in
Baltimore and Albany, NY; architectural practice
in upstate New York and alumni relations.
He currently chairs the board of Smart Growth
America and serves on the boards of Center
Stage, the Orton Family Foundation, the
Funders’ Network for Smart Growth and Livable
Communities, Rail-Volution, the Center for
Community Progress and the Central Maryland
Transportation Alliance. In Baltimore, Scot serves
on the Baltimore Community Foundation’s
neighborhoods committee and served as co-chair
of the Opportunity Collaborative, Baltimore’s
HUD funded Sustainable Communities Initiative
steering committee.
Since 1994, Mr. Spencer has called Baltimore
his home. Scot holds a Bachelors in Building
Science, Bachelors of Architecture and Masters
of Science in Urban and Environmental Studies
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
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COMPLETING THE APPLICATION
The Rudy Bruner Award

Completing the Application (cont.)

Completing the Application (cont.)

American cities embody our nation’s greatest
triumphs and most daunting challenges. At their
best they showcase the rich diversity, cultural
achievement, and democratic values that
characterize the American spirit. At their worst
they reflect our country’s most persistent social
ills – economic disparity, hopelessness, neglect
and abandonment. Yet there are those places that
are developed with such vision and imagination
that they transform urban problems into creative
solutions. By recognizing these extraordinary
places, the Rudy Bruner Award (RBA) seeks to
promote fresh and innovative thinking about cities,
and to encourage us all to demand excellence in our
urban environments.

project – such as drawings and photographs
– are important, the selection will be based
upon the quality of the project rather than the
elaborateness of the presentation. We encourage
you to visit our website to view information about
past winners including completed applications.
Read and follow the instructions for completing
and submitting the application carefully. For
your convenience, the application is provided in
a writable PDF format. Answers to all questions
should be confined to the space provided. The
completed application must be saved as a PDF
and submitted electronically as directed. To assist
the Selection Committee in its review process, a
copy of each application will be available as both
an electronic file and a hard copy (in a three-ring
binder on 8-1/2”x11” paper produced by the
Bruner Foundation). Please keep this in mind
when preparing and formatting.

8. Award Use
		 Award monies must be used to benefit

Excellence exists in every city. It can be found in
downtowns, neighborhoods, in small cities and
large ones. The purpose of the Award is to
discover places that embody economic, and environmental factors.
These places often transcend the boundaries
between architecture, urban design, and
planning. They are born through processes of
transformation – the renewal of something old, or
the creation of something new that resonates in
the history of community life. These extraordinary
places enrich the quality of the urban experience,
and serve as models for placemaking in cities
across the country.

Eligibility/Who May Apply
• The project must be a real place, not just a
plan or program. Programs alone will not be
considered.
• Since site visits are integral to the award
process, the project must have been in 		
operation for a sufficient amount of time
to demonstrate success.
• The project must be located in the                 
contiguous 48 states. It is not feasible to
conduct site visits at international locations or in
Alaska or Hawaii.
• There are no distinct categories. Projects
may include any type of place which makes
a positive contribution to the urban environment.
• Urban environment is broadly defined to
include incorporated cities, towns, or villages; a
neighborhood within a city; an urban county; or
an officially recognized  region made up of two
or more cities.
• Applications may be initiated by any person who
has been involved in the planning, development
or operation of a project.
• Previous applicants and Honorable Mention
winners may re-apply. Previous winners are not
eligible. Please do not apply more than three
times.

Completing the Application
The application is designed to provide the
opportunity to tell the story of the project and elicit
multiple perspectives. Applicants are encouraged
to concentrate their efforts on providing a clear
description of the project and thorough answers to
questions. Although visual representations of the

The completed application must include:
1. Cover Sheet
Provide an 8.5”x11” cover page with the
project name, city and state, applicant
name, and a photograph that best 		
represents the completed project.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

the project or related initiatives. A statement
on proposed use of Award monies must be
included in the application, but will not be
considered by the Selection Committee. It will
be opened after winner selection, and may be
used in press statements or other promotional material. Save this document as a
separate pdf.

Perspective Sheets
Perspective sheets are provided to assist people
who were involved in the project in describing
their personal or organizational point of view. It is
important that as many people as appropriate from
the following categories complete perspective
sheets; a minimum of 4 sheets is required as
part of the application. Applicants may use their
discretion to identify which categories are most
pertinent to their project. Categories include:
• Community Representative perspective;
• Public Agency perspective (from local, 		
       state or federal government agencies);
• Developer perspective;

2. Project Data

• Professional Consultant perspective;

3. Project At-A-Glance
NOTE: Project Data, Project-At-A-Glance
and one representative photo are sent to
the Committee in advance of the initial
meeting. It is important to make these           
descriptions succinct and clear.

• Architect or Designer perspective;

4. Project Description
Project Description asks about the values
underlying the project. The Rudy Bruner
Award recognizes that values are implicit
in the process of placemaking, and form the
basis for many of the decisions and tradeoffs required in a complex process.
5.  Perspective Sheets
See information at right.
6.  Visual Representation
A clear visual representation of the project
is required, but need not be elaborate
orcostly. Straightforward photographic
images are adequate. Illustrative maps,
plans and diagrams are also very helpful.
Image captions and credits are encouraged.
The visual representation should be
formatted  as an 8.5”x11” document (25page maximum). Finalists will be asked to
submit original image files immediately
following notification.
7. Optional Supplementary Pages
		
Supplementary materials such as brochures,
		
news articles, published reports or other
		
relevant documents should be added 		
		
only if they contribute to the understanding
of  the project. Video and audio files will not
		
be accepted. Supplementary materials
should be formatted as an 8.5”x11”
document (25-page maximum). Finalists will
be asked to submit original files immediately
following notification.

• Other perspective (which might not fit
    above categories).
Please obtain as wide an array of perspectives
as possible. More than one “Other” perspective
may be submitted if appropriate. Use the
perspective sheet marked “Other” for people
who do not fit into the categories provided or
for a unique point of view that will enhance your
submission. The completed perspective sheets
must be included in the application package.

Preparing the Submission
In preparation for submission, the application
should be saved in the following components.
You will be prompted to upload these during the
online submission process. Save each file using the
specified naming structure, inserting your project’s
name in lieu of [Project Name] at the beginning of
each file name as indicated. Limit Project Name to
25 characters or less.
• FULL APPLICATION: Pages 8-32 of the
completed application saved as a print resolution
PDF (300 dpi) with a maximum file size of 25MB.
Save the file as:
[Project Name]_FULL
• PROJECT OVERVIEW: A separate copy
of the Project Data and Project-at-a-Glance
forms and the representative photo included
on the cover page (formatted on a separate
8.5”x11” page), saved as a single, three-page
pdf. This will be forwarded to the Selection
Committee prior to the first meeting. The
Project Overview  file should have a resolution
of 300 dpi with a maximum size of 4 MB.
Save as: [Project Name]_OVERVIEW
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Preparing the Submission (cont.)
• REPRESENTATIVE PHOTO: An original
image file of the Representative Photo included
on the Cover Page and Project Overview (as
detailed above) with a resolution of 300 dpi and
maximum file size of 4 MB.  Acceptable file types
include: jpg, gif, tiff, png. Include photographer’s
name in the file name as indicated. Save the file
as: [Project Name]_IMAGE_[photographer’s full
name]
• AWARD USE FORM: The Award Use		
form as a single pdf with a maximum file size of
4 MB. Save the file as: [Project Name]_AWARD

Submitting the Application
• Applications must be submitted electronically
via the online system at
brunerfoundation.submittable.com		
If you do not have access to the online system,
contact our office at rba@brunerfoundation.org
or 617.484.8404.
• You will be asked to register in order to 		
begin the online application process.
• If you encounter difficulties during the
online submission process, please contact the
Submittable support system for assistance at
support@submittable.com or 855-467-8264.

The Selection Process
Established in 1987, the Rudy Bruner Award
recognizes one Gold Medal Winner and four Silver
Medal winners in each biennial cycle. The Rudy
Bruner Award is distinguished from other award
programs by its broad eligibility criteria; the multidisciplinary Selection Committee; and the detailed
on-site evaluation of each finalist. Each award cycle
is documented in a book, which includes in-depth
case studies of the winners and a distillation of the
Selection Committee discussion. The publications
are available from the Bruner Foundation.The
Foundation does not restrict the kinds of projects
that may apply. Urban excellence is a dynamic
and changing concept, and the Award is enriched
by a diversity of applications. Rudy Bruner Award
winners are not selected through an established
set of criteria. Rather, the issues emerge from the
Selection Committee discussion of the applications.

COMPLETING THE APPLICATION (CONT’D)
Prizes and Presentation

Key Dates:

The Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence is given
to five winning projects in each biennial award
cycle.

• Submissions must be received at the Foundation
no later than midnight on Thursday, December
8, 2016.

• One Gold Medal Winner is awarded $50,000.

• Applications received after midnight on

• Four Silver Medal Winners are each
awarded $10,000.
• The winning project teams may use prize
money in any way they choose to benefit
the project.
• All winners are promoted by the Bruner 		
Foundation and are included in case studies
published by the Foundation at the end 		
of each award cycle.
• All winners will be featured in award 		
ceremonies, and a media outreach effort.
• Winners may be featured in future Bruner-Loeb
Forums. Visit www.brunerloeb.org for more
information.

2017 Selection Committee
Knox White
Mayor
Greenville, SC
Kimberly Driggins
Director of Strategic Planning, City of Detroit
Detroit, MI
David Lee, FAIA
President, Stull and Lee Incorporated, Architects
Boston, MA
Willet Moss, PLA
Principal, CMG Landscape Architecture,
San Francisco, CA
Deidre Schmidt
President & CEO, CommonBond Communities,
Minneapolis, MN
Scot Spencer
Associate Director, Annie E. Casey Foundation,
Baltimore, MD

2017 Rudy Bruner Award Winners
Gold Medal:
Miller’s Court,
Baltimore, MD

December 8, 2016 will not be considered.
• Five finalists will be notified by Monday,
February 6, 2017.
• Site visits to finalists will take place in FebruaryMay, 2017.
• The Gold and Silver Medal Winners will be
selected and notified in June 2017.
• Presentations of the Rudy Bruner Award 		
for Urban Excellence will be made in Fall 2017.

Rudy Bruner Award Archives
Additional information about the Award including
its history, selection committees, case studies and
publications about past winners, blog posts, events
and other activities is available via the Rudy Bruner
Award website. The website includes a link to the
Rudy Bruner Award Digital Archive hosted by the
University of Buffalo Libraries which provides
online access to all Rudy Bruner Award winner
applications from 1987 to the present. Visit
rudybruneraward.org for more information.

Completed Applications
• Upon submission, applications become the
property of the Bruner Foundation, and
cannot be returned.
• At the close of the award cycle, applications will
be permanently housed at the University of      
Buffalo Libraries.
• Portions of the winner applications will 		
be posted on the Rudy Bruner Award
website.
• Complete winner applications are posted
on University of Buffalo Libraries Rudy 		
Bruner Award Archive website.
• The Bruner Foundation reserves the right
to use, reproduce, or make available 		
to others, for any purpose whatsoever, the
material submitted.

Contact Information:
Tel: 617-492-8404
E-mail: rba@brunerfoundation.org

Silver Medals:
Falls Park on the Reedy,
Greenville, SC
Grand Rapids Downtown Market,
Grand Rapids, MI
Quixote Village
Olympia, WA
Uptown District
Cleveland, OH

			

Notice:
Projects from Greenville, SC are not eligible
for the 2017 Award due to the participation of
Mayor Knox on the 2017 Selection Committee.
We welcome Little Rock projects in future years.
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PROJECT DATA
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the
area provided on the original form.

Project Name

Location

        

City

                  State

Owner
Project Use(s)
Project Size

Total Development Cost

Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate)
Date Initiated

Percent Completed by December 1, 2016

Project Completion Date (if appropriate)

Project Website (if appropriate)

Attach, if you wish, a list of relevant project dates

Application submitted by:
Name

Title

Organization
Address

City/State/Zip

Telephone   (           )

E-mail

Perspective Sheets:
Name			

Organization

   Telephone/e-mail

Public Agencies

Architect/Designer
Developer
Professional Consultant

Community Group

Other

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. (Check all that apply).
__ Direct Mailing

__ Direct Email			

__ Previous Selection Committee member		

__Professional Organization

__ Professional

__ Previous RBA entrant		

__ Online Notice				

__ Other (please specify)

__ Facebook

__ Social Media

__ Bruner/Loeb Forum

			
		
__________________________________

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, and to post on the Bruner
Foundation websites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached
materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature

Date
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PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the
area provided on the original form.
This sheet, the Project Data sheet, and the representative photo will be sent to the Committee in advance as the Project Overview.

Project Name
Address

City/State/ZIP

1. Give a brief overview of the project ZRUGVPD[ .

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the urban environment;
innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban issues; design quality. ZRUGVPD[
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the
area provided on the original form.
1. Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project? ZRUGVPD[

2.  Briefly describe the project’s urban context. How has the project impacted the local community? Who does the project serve?
How many people are served by the project? ZRUGVPD[
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CONT’D)
3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate. ZRUGVPD[

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable. ZRUGVPD[

5.  Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings? ZRUGVPD[
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to
the area provided on the original form.
This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project respond to neighborhood
issues.
Name

Title

Organization

Telephone   (          )

Address

City/State/ZIP

E-mail

Website

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any purpose whatsoever,
the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant
these rights and permissions.
Signature

Date

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play?  ZRUGVPD[

2. From the community’s point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? ZRUGVPD[

16

COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? ZRUGVPD[

4. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through? ZRUGVPD[
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to
the area provided on the original form.
This sheet is to be filled out by staff representative(s) of public agency(ies) who were directly involved in the financing, design review, or public approvals that
affected this project.
Name

Title

Organization

Telephone   (          )

Address

City/State/ZIP

E-mail

Website

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any purpose whatsoever,
the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant
these rights and permissions.
Signature

Date

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency 			
(e.g., zoning, public participation, public benefits, impact statements). ZRUGVPD[

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to implement the project?
How did your agency participate in making them? ZRUGVPD[

19

PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. Describe the project’s impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible. ZRUGVPD[

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be instructive to agencies like yours
in other cities? ZRUGVPD[

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? ZRUGVPD[
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DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to
the area provided on the original form.
This sheet is to be filled out by the person who took primary responsibility for project financing or is a representative of the group which did.
Name

Title

Organization

Telephone   (           )

Address

City/State/ZIP

E-mail

Website

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any purpose
whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials
and to grant these rights and permissions.
Signature

Date

1. What role did you or your company play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement. ZRUGVPD[

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? ZRUGVPD[

22

DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. How was the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used?

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of the project? ZRUGVPD[ 		
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PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to
the area provided on the original form.
This sheet is to be filled out by a professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, legal, or other services. Copies may be given
to other professionals if desired.
Name

Title

Organization

Telephone   (          )

Address

City/State/ZIP

E-mail

Website

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any purpose whatsoever,
the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant
these rights and permissions.
Signature

Date

1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? ZRUGVPD[

2. Describe the project’s impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. ZRUGVPD[

25

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? ZRUGVPD[

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? ZRUGVPD[
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to
the area provided on the original form.
This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other services. Copies may be
given to other design professionals if desired.
Name

Title

Organization

Telephone   (          )

Address

City/State/ZIP

E-mail

Website

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any purpose whatsoever,
the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant
these rights and permissions.
Signature

Date

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. ZRUGVPD[

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. ZRUGVPD[
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project. ZRUGVPD[

4. Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context. ZRUGVPD[
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to
the area provided on the original form.
Name

Title

Organization

Telephone   (          )

Address

City/State/ZIP

E-mail

Website

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any purpose whatsoever,
the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant
these rights and permissions.
Signature

Date

1. What role did you play in the development of this project? ZRUGVPD[

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. ZRUGVPD[
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? ZRUGVPD[

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? ZRUGVPD[
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AWARD USE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are
typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided
on the original form.
Separate this page from the rest of the application. Save and submit it as a separate file as directed. It will not be used in judging entries or be seen by
members of the Selection Committee.
Please describe how Award monies will be used to benefit the project.  (The Award check will be made out to the Applicant unless otherwise specified.)

*Signature
Name

Date
Title

* This statement should be signed by the applicant.
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